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Santa Pola in Alicante Spain is an amazing land and worthy place for a memorable holiday. It is just
like most other regions in Spain with lots of interesting things and grounds to offer to tourists. The
first thing that will amaze you about this land is that it is situated between natural parks, Sierra Cabo
and Salinas. It is also home to a variety of beaches bound to offer all the fun activities and relation
one looks for in a holiday or vacation.

The beaches and coves

The eastern part of this town has small coves which are quite sandy and hold crystal clear waters.
The fine sand makes the coves good grounds to spend some interesting time and those looking for
some calm and peace will also find the coves ideal.

The beaches here include Lisa, Levante, Tamarit, Calas Santiago and Varadero. All these beaches
have modernized facilities such as toilets and they are made to be accessible even by the disabled.
You will also find beautiful beach bars, beach chairs for rent, surf boards and umbrellas. The
availability of all these things only means that you have the opportunity to enjoy your holiday to the
fullest while on the beaches without having to spend much on it.

Tamarit beach is a nudist beach and happens to be the only one in Santa Pola. It is important to
note this so that you are well aware of what to expect as a way of keeping ugly surprises at bay.

Those looking for less occupied beaches can drive to the southern part of the town. There are two
lonely but still very beautiful beaches La Gola and El Pinet. This part also has fishing ports that offer
magnificent views of the coastal area.

Monuments

Santa Pola also has a number of interesting monuments which act as major attractions. The Portus
Illicitanus ruins are worth checking out since they showcase the Iberian settlement going back to the
4th century. You might also find salt fish processing zone ruins interesting as well as the
warehouses, residential building, luxury villas and shops worth checking out.

Tabacra Island has beautiful villages in which you will find old buildings which have historic value to
them. They include watch towers Atalaya Tamarit and the 16th century Castillo FortalezaFortress.

Away from the monuments, feed your eyes on Palm Park which is a perfect environment to take a
stroll or probably have a picnic. You will also have the chance to ride a camel while here.
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